Local (ς-calculus) and parallel (configuration) semantics
• LOCAL: reduction → ς of ς-calculus.
• ACTIVE: Active(t) creates a new activity α[∅, t] for new name α, empty request queue, and with t as active object.
• REQUEST: method call β.l creates new future f k in future-list of activity β.
• REPLY: returns result, i.e. replaces future f k by referenced result term s (possibly not fully evaluated).
• UPDATE-AO: activity update creates a copy of activity and updates active object of copy -original remains the same (immutable).
Language development in Isabelle/HOL
• Isabelle/HOL: interactive theorem prover for HOL
• Generic theorem prover
• Formalization of arbitrary object logics
• Interactive proof, tactic support
• Notation close to paper style
• We completely formalized syntax, semantics, and type system of ASP fun , and proved language properties.
• Proof of type safety for ASP fun : preservation and progress (deadlock freedom) 
Observations
• Service broker has a private domain of hotel addresses, negotiates and only replies selected hotel or bookingref to customer.
• Client receives bookingref using f 2 without viewing details of the hotel nor others from broker's domain.
• It would be nice if the reply bookingref would also be private to customer, but . . . • Broker example illustrates privacy enforcement
• Information flow control to analyse security: expensive analysis (type systems)
• Outlook: LB-MAKS for ASP fun : compositionality of security properties
